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From the European Project Helidra



The Rock-Opera



Dragon © Brice Durand



A 2013 Creation



The Artistical Project Synopsis The knight Lancelot, professional hero, comes to rescue Elsa, the young condemned to the annual sacrifice for the old and evil dragon, in a city resigned to this tragedy. Helped by ten of his companions, Lancelot will fight back the dragon and his loyal guards.



A Rock-Opera Taking the general shape of a rock-opera, the creation gathers fifteen stilt walkers, some puppets and puppeteers, pyrotechnics and large scale structures, live musicians and lyrical singers. This varying show is influenced by European legends on heroes, guardians of frontiers (Acrites) and also by the play The Dragon written in 1941 by the Russian Evgueni Schwarz. The play has been adapted by Christina BabouPagoureli.



Different Roles » Helix Street Theatre: libretto, original music, suspension stilts; 2



» Malabar Company: aerial acrobatics, suspension stilts, scenography, costumes, large scale constructions and fireworks; » Teatr Biuro Podrozy: choreographies, stilts; » Sofia Puppet Theatre: puppets; » Prisma: libretto and research on the Acrinet.



Team 6 lyrical singers 4 musicians (2 cellos, 1 violin and 1 DJ) 8 knights: suspension stilts walkers 4 guards of the dragon: stilts walkers on high stilts 2 puppeteers 5 technicians and production volunteers playing in the show



Helidra During a writing residence for the show L’Odyssée des Saltimbanques in Athens, Sylvestre Jamet, artistic director of Malabar’s company, met Helix Street Theatre, the most representative street arts company in Greece. Since this moment, the possibility of elaborating a common performance on the theme of the legend has been proposed, in a kind of great fresco rock shaped opera for the street. It should have mixed different styles: gigantic puppets, acrobatic choreography, circus arts and urban stage design at a city scale. After several meetings, it was decided to ask the support of European programs (EACEA). Our project, under the name of Helidra, was chosen and helped 50% by Europe, the rest of the production was supported by the companies partners of the project, where we, Malabar Company, stay one of the two principal partners. » Malabar Company, France – www.ciemalabar.com; » Helix Street Theatre, Greece –  www.helix-theatre.gr; » Prisma Center For Development Studies, Greece – www.prismanet.gr; » Teatr Biuro Podrozy, Poland – www.teatrbiuropodrozy.pl; » Sofia Puppet Theatre, Bulgaria – www.sofiapuppet.com. © Velissarios Voutsas



The Acrinet – Prisma’s Researchs Helidra’s project is a part of an other cultural project, Acrinet (2001-2004), who researched on the possibility of a common European literary tradition in Europe and more specifically on heroes and guardians of frontiers, called Acrites by the Greek word Acritas. It was exhibited throughout Europe. Poetry and epic of the Acrites have been developed in several European countries during Middle-Ages. Similar epic poetry can be also found in Greek, Spanish, French, Germanic and Slavic languages.
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The Dragon … a construction signed by Malabar Company! Thanks to her team of constructors and their fertile imagination, Malabar was able to bring life to this gigantic dragon, symbolism of a post apocalyptic time in the grip of oppressors. The beginning of the show is the European myth of Lancelot, the knight, and his ten companions who will have the task to kill the dragon and so to liberate the city of his tyrannic power. The dragon is represented in two aspects: in one hand he is an old man and in the other hand he is this mythical creature called dragon! He will be helped by five guards completely devoted to his orders. They will fight against Lancelot and his friends. © Fouli Papageorgiou
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Dragon’s Sizes Height: 8 meters / Width: 3,50 meters / Length: 20 meters



5 © Fouli Papageorgiou



Characters Lancelot and his companions will be on suspension stilts. They will fight against the dragon, the mayor and his evil son up to their last breath to save Elsa, the archivist’s daughter. Thankfully, to achieve his mission, Lancelot will also be helped by a cat who can speak and a smart donkey. The dragon, the mayor, Elsa and the cat will be lyrical singers and acrobats. Costumes created by Maud Roca. 4/ © Velissarios Voutsas



1/ © Velissarios Voutsas
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2/ © Velissarios Voutsas



3/ © Velissarios Voutsas



1/Lancelot and the Cat 2/Elsa and Dragon 3/The Mayor



4/Three Knights



Knights



Guards
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This Rock-Opera... … will be performed in an open space as a big show. It will be a multimedia performance added to multiple genres of street theater combining comedy, songs, dances, acrobatics, big scale constructions, suspension stilts, puppets and fireworks. The all-in-one show with the shape of a rock-opera. The libretto will be composed and sung in English with subtitles in each languages of countries participating in this project. The music of Dragon can be described as a mix between metallic, electronic and electric sounds in an acoustic and classical format, including lyrical singing. In Dragon, seven singers and actors will share the stage with musicians to create an epic and strange rock-opera who will interact with stilts walkers and acrobats.



Stavros Gasparatos, the Composer Stavros Gasparatos lives and works in Athens, in Greece. He composes principally musics for dancing, theater and cinema but he also works on solo projects. 8



Christina Babou-Pagoureli, the Librettist Christina Babou-Pagoureli translated several plays for theater, radio and television: it is the case of Shakespeare’s plays, Lord Byron’s plays and Beckett’s plays. She works for the European center of Literary translation in Athens and she has been the president of the Hellenic center of the Greek Institute of Theater. © Fouli Papageorgiou



Puppets © Velissarios Voutsas



They are created by Sofia Puppet Theater from metal and divers materials. They represent the chorus within townspeople enslaved by the dragon.



The Premiere in Greece 9 © Fouli Papageorgiou



Partners Helix Street Theatre (Greece) Helix Street Theatre was created in 1987. Each member of the company is trained in the most professional techniques of street theater. During the past years, their productions were principally based on Greek and international myths. At the time of the Athens Olympic Games, the company presented Prometheus and The Frogs. Since 1988, she is registered in the sponsoring program of the Department www.helix-theatre.gr of Culture. 



Teatr Biuro Podrozy (Poland) 
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Teatr Biuro Podrozy has been founded in 1988 at Poznan, Poland, by Pawel Szkotak. They invent both indoors and outdoors shows. Their goal is to create links between artists and artistic organizations and to bring opportunities of training for everybody, everywhere. They have already performed in 50 countries throughout the world. They also organize the annual festival in Poznan : Maski festival. www.teatrbiuropodrozy.pl



Malabar Company (France) 



Created by Sylvestre Jamet, Malabar Company was born in 1981, in the Mediterranean basin under the cultural influence of the Catalonia and of the Languedoc. It is composed by a collective of European artists from multiple disciplines: circus, acrobatic, theater and music. From the beginning, the company has always rejected closed spaces. By bringing fantastical universes in the street, Malabar proposes a perpetual movement in his urban shows where the interaction with the public is the most important criteria. www.ciemalabar.com



Sofia Puppet Theatre (Bulgaria) 



Founded in 1946 by Mara Penkova, Sofia Puppet Theatre is the first Bulgarian theater of puppets has rapidly managed to capture the attention of the audience. At this day, the puppet theater has played in more than 300 countries. The theater is known for the tireless popularity of his Princess and The Pea, which has had an incredible success for more than 30 years! www.sofiapuppet.com



Prisma (Greece) 



The consultancy cabinet is based in Athens and it is specialized in research and projects about: local development, environment, innovation and culture. Acrinet and Helidra are the two cultural projects of the last 10 years. Acrinet – research and exhibition in six countries about myths and legends of the guardians of the frontiers (Acrites). The project shows virtues of a peaceful coexistence in a multicultural environment. Helidra – the European literary heritage meets the dragon in the street. www.prismanet.gr



© Fouli Papageorgiou
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For More Information... A multimedia book details each steps of the creation of the European project. It is available on the following address: www.helidra.eu. Emails [email protected] [email protected] Websites www.facebook.com/Helidra www.facebook.com/helixtheatre www.facebook.com/cie.malabar www.sofiapuppet.com www.prismanet.gr



© Fouli Papageorgiou
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